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Handshape change is the change of handshape from one configuration to
another. It is a unique and pervasive pattern attested in sign languages. The issue here is how to represent this change of handshape phonologically. Previous
studies on handshape change have focussed mostly on American Sign Language
(ASL) and two different ways of representing handshape change have been
proposed. Some models (e.g. Liddell 1990; Uyechi 1996) propose that all surface
handshapes are represented underlyingly, whereas others (e.g. Brentari 1998;
Corina 1993; Sandler 1989) suggest representing only one handshape because
the other handshape is predictable. In this paper, handshape changes attested in
monomorphemic signs in Taiwan Sign Language (TSL) will be described and
analyzed. I argue that the TSL data support the latter view. In addition, a restrictive model is preferred if it can describe the data adequately and at the same time
does not over-generate.
Keywords: handshape change, Taiwan Sign Language, phonological
representation

1.

Introduction

Taiwan Sign Language (henceforth TSL) is the primary language used by members
of the deaf community in Taiwan. The earliest systematic linguistic study on TSL
was conducted by Wayne Smith (1989), who investigated the agreement morphology of TSL verbs using the Hold and Movement model proposed by Liddell and
Johnson (1989). It was not until recently, that linguists in Taiwan started to pay attention to this minority language. However, most of the recent studies on TSL have
mainly focused on its syntactic and conceptual structure, leaving the phonology of
TSL rather understudied. This paper aims to study the phonological structure of
TSL handshapes, focusing specifically on handshape changes and their phonological representation.
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Handshape (or hand configuration) refers to the shape of the hand that is used
in the articulation of a sign. Signs may be either articulated with a single handshape or with a change in the position of the fingers. Signs that are articulated
with a change in the position of the fingers execute a handshape change; some or
all of the fingers will change their joint posture, contact state, etc. in the course of
articulating a sign.
Handshape change is a unique and pervasive pattern attested in sign languages. Many models have been proposed for representing handshape change in
the phonological system. However, these models were developed mostly based
on studies on American Sign Language (ASL), and two different and opposing
ways of representing handshape change have been proposed. In Liddell (1990) and
Uyechi (1996), all handshape sequences in a handshape change are underlyingly
represented, whereas in Brentari (1998), Corina (1993), and Sandler (1989), only
one handshape is underlyingly represented. TSL handshape change patterns are
presented in this study to test and determine which of these models is correct and
applicable to other sign languages.
TSL data for this study come from three sources: (a) TSL textbooks (Smith
and Ting 1997, 1998); (b) handshape change data collected from two native deaf
signers (Lee 2003); (c) data collected for the Taiwan Sign Language Online Dictionary (Tsay, Tai, Lee, Chen & Liu 2008). Smith and Ting’s textbooks (about 1300
pictured TSL signs) were used as the base for the further elicitation of handshape
change data from two native signers (Lee 2003). The TSL Online Dictionary includes more lexical items, dialectal variations, and compound signs.1 Most pictures used in this paper are taken from Lee (2003), which collects 213 signs with a
change of finger position.
In Section 2, some commonly used concepts for describing handshapes,
such as ‘selected finger’ (Mandel 1981), joint postures, asymmetrical behaviors of
thumb and other fingers, and types of handshape change will be introduced. In
Section 3, I will review previous models proposed in the sign language literature.
In Section 4, I will present attested handshape changes in Taiwan Sign Language,
and show that a model that represents only one handshape underlyingly should
be chosen for TSL handshape changes. In Section 5, I summarize this study and
provide suggestions for future work.

1. The current version includes only about 1,000 signs, but we have collected about 2,500 or
more signs; the more complete version will be released soon.
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2. Terminologies for handshape
2.1 Joint postures
Joint postures specify the configuration of the three finger joints according to their
extent of finger flexion. Following Brentari (1998) and Uyechi (1996), I will use the
terms ‘base joint’ and ‘nonbase joint’ in my analyses. The base joint is the metacarpophalangeal joint (the joint that connects the finger and the palm), whereas the
nonbase joints are the proximal and distal interphalangeal joints of the finger. This
distinction is due to the fact that nonbase joints always change their joint posture
together. For example, when we try to flex the end joints of fingers, the middle
joints will also move along with the end joints. It is impossible to flex the end joints
of fingers without also affecting the flexion of middle joints and vice versa.
Four commonly recognized combinations of joint postures are ‘open’, ‘closed’,
‘bent’, and ‘curved’ (but see Crasborn & van der Kooij (2003) who argue that the
base joints are not phonologically relevant and Brentari (1998) who refers to seven
joint postures instead of four). Specifically, if all joints of a finger are fully extended, it is in an ‘open’ or ‘extended’ posture; if all joints of a finger are fully flexed,
it is a ‘closed’ posture; if the base joint of a finger is flexed whereas the nonbase
joints remain extended, it is a ‘bent’ posture; if the nonbase joints of a finger are
flexed whereas the base joint remains extended, it is a ‘curved’ or ‘hooked’ posture.
Graphic illustrations of the four joint postures are given in (1). Note that I assume
that the involvement of the thumb is not relevant for distinguishing joint postures.
Thus, both handshapes in Figure (1c) are treated as bent regardless of whether the
thumb contacts other fingers or not. Similarly, both handshapes in Figure (1d) are
regarded as curved.
(1) Illustrations of four joint postures
		 a. Open								

			
		 c.

			

b. Closed

								
Bent								 d. Curved
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2.2 Selected fingers
In Stokoe, Casterline & Croneberg’s (1965) notation system, handshapes are represented as indivisible units. That is, each handshape is labeled with a different name,
such as ‘a’ or ‘b’. In ASL, an a-handshape will refer to a closed fist. Note that the
label is just used for ease of reference; it does not imply a meaning related to the
meaning of ‘a’. These handshape names are basically similar to the use of sound
symbols in the International Phonetic Association’s (IPA) system. For example, every time when someone says: ‘this is a /p/ sound’, linguists will immediately know
that it stands for a voiceless, bilabial stop. Similarly, when ASL researchers say:
‘this sign is articulated with an a-handshape’, they can quickly think of a closed
fist, rather than relying on an explicit picture of the a-handshape.
Unlike Stokoe et al. (1965) who treat a handshape as an indivisible unit, Mandel (1981) claims that a handshape can be further analyzed into smaller units.
He proposes to make a distinction between selected and unselected fingers in
each handshape. Since then, this view has been adopted by many ASL researchers
to account for some phonological patterns (such as partial handshape assimilation) found in ASL. I also adopt this view in my previous study of TSL handshape
changes (Lee 2003) because the notion of selected and unselected fingers is useful
in analyzing handshape changes in TSL.
Mandel states that in any handshape, fingers can be divided into no more than
two groups: the selected fingers and the unselected fingers. The notion of selected
and unselected fingers is proposed especially for analyzing handshape changes.
In a handshape change, fingers that change their joint posture are the ‘selected
fingers’, whereas fingers that remain unchanged are the ‘unselected fingers’. Specifically, in a handshape change, the selected fingers change their joint posture
together as a unit and they can be in any of the four distinct joint postures. By
contrast, the unselected fingers cannot change their joint posture and may only be
in either extended or in closed joint posture.
Given that I am concerned with handshape changes in TSL, I adopt Mandel’s
notion of selected finger in this study.
2.3 Asymmetries of fingers and thumb
Previous studies on ASL have also demonstrated that the thumb shows physiological and phonological properties different from other fingers (Liddell & Johnson
1989; Corina 1990; Brentari 1998; Uyechi 1996). First, the thumb is the only finger
that can oppose with other fingers. Second, the thumb and other fingers sometimes function as a unit and sometimes function as independent units. For example, in the ASL sign want, the thumb changes its joint posture together with
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other selected fingers from the open to curved posture, whereas in the ASL sign
separate, the thumb remains unchanged even though other selected fingers
change. The thumb may also change its joint posture even though other selected
fingers remain unchanged. For instance, in the ASL sign shoot-a-gun, only the
thumb becomes flexed while the index and middle fingers remain extended. Due
to this peculiar behavior of the thumb, researchers have consistently singled out
the thumb from other fingers in the representation of handshape.
2.4 Types of handshape changes
In the sign language literature, the term ‘handshape change’ covers three different
types of hand-internal movements that occur on the handshape. These handshape
changes are: (a) handshape contour; (b) handshape trilled movement; (c) handshape contrast.
Handshape contour (Corina 1993; Brentari 1998) refers to a handshape sequence
in “monosyllabic lexical signs” (Corina 1993: 65). The grouping of selected and unselected fingers in the initial and final handshapes is the same. By grouping, I mean
fingers are classified into groups according to their joint postures. Fingers with the
same joint posture will be grouped together. In a handshape contour, fingers that are
grouped together in the initial handshape will still be grouped together in the final
handshape. For example, the TSL sign exactly-the-same (2) executes a handshape
contour. In this sign, the thumb and the index fingers are selected and also grouped
together in the initial and final handshapes. We can observe that the only thing that
changes in a handshape contour is the joint posture of the selected fingers. In TSL,
about 50 percent of signs with a handshape change belong to this category.2
(2) TSL exactly-the-same

		

Handshape trilled movement (Padden & Perlmutter 1987) is also referred to as
local movement (Liddell & Johnson 1989) or secondary movement (Corina 1990;
Perlmutter 1992). It is similar to a handshape contour in that the grouping of fingers in the initial and final handshapes is the same. Also, only the joints of selected
2. Of the 213 TSL signs with a handshape change, 112 signs involve a handshape contour and
101 signs involve a handshape trilled movement.
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fingers move. What distinguishes handshape trilled movement from handshape
contour is the repeated change of the finger positions in handshape trilled movement.3 A sign with handshape trilled movement cannot be articulated without
repeating the changes of finger positions. For instance, the TSL sign snake executes a handshape trilled movement (3). In this sign, the index and middle fingers
alternatively and repeatedly change their joint posture (i.e. wiggling). Liddell and
Johnson (1989) and Brentari (1996, 1998) provide lists of different types of handshape trilled movements, such as wiggling, flattening, and closing.
(3) TSL snake

		

Handshape contrast (a term proposed in Brentari (1998)) or handshape cluster
(as termed in Corina (1993)) is different from handshape contour and handshape
trilled movement in that it changes the grouping of fingers in the initial and final
handshapes. For example, the TSL sign weird executes a handshape contrast, as
shown in (4). The sign weird starts with a handshape in which the index finger is
extended while the thumb and the other fingers are closed, and ends with a handshape in which the thumb and index finger are curved while the other fingers are
extended. Thus, in the initial handshape, the extended index constitutes one group
and the rest of the fingers constitute another group. In the final handshape, the
curved index and thumb constitute one group and the rest of the fingers constitute
another group.
(4) TSL weird

		
3. A handshape contour can also be articulated repeatedly, but this is caused by morphological
processes. See Padden and Perlmutter (1987) for discussion of the morphological impacts on
the form.
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Similar to ASL, handshape contrast is very rare in TSL monomorphemic signs.4
Corina (1993) points out that handshape contrast occurs most often in polymorphemic signs or across word boundaries. Because there is no predictable relation
between the initial and final handshapes, they both have to be represented underlyingly. For monomorphemic signs with an unpredictable handshape contrast, it
is quite possible that they are just memorized in the lexicon. Usually, this type of
handshape change is excluded in the study of handshape changes. In the present
study, too, I will focus on handshape contour and handshape trilled movement because they are the most productive types of handshape changes in monomorphemic signs. They should therefore be handled differently from handshape contrast
in the phonological system.
3. Models for handshape change
A number of different models has been proposed for representing handshape
changes. Section 3.1 introduces the model proposed by Liddell (1990). Feature
geometry models proposed by Sandler (1989) and Corina (1990, 1993) as well as
dependency models of Brentari (1998) and van der Kooij (2002) are discussed in
Section 3.2. The Hand Prism model proposed by Uyechi (1996) is described in
Section 3.3.
3.1 Liddell’s model
Liddell (1990) claims that there is no predictable relation between the initial and
final handshapes in a handshape contour, and thus proposes to represent the two
handshapes in different articulatory bundles. Specifically, both handshapes in a
handshape contour are represented. The examples he gives are shown in (5). All
three signs start with the same handshape but end with different handshapes. It
seems that we cannot find any relation between the initial and final handshapes.
But once we use the notion of selected fingers to analyze these examples, it turns
out that the attested handshape contours are restricted to certain patterns.
(5)
		
		
		

ASL signs with handshape change (Liddell 1990: 46)
choose: 4o → f
sticky: 4o → 8
all-used-up: 4o → s

4. Only 4 signs are found to be in this category in Lee (2003).
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The 4o-handshape is a handshape where all four fingers are extended and the
thumb is opposed. In the f-handshape, the opposed thumb touches the bent index
finger while the other fingers are extended (i.e. the thumb and index finger are selected). The 8-handshape is a handshape in which the opposed thumb touches the
bent middle finger and the other fingers are extended (i.e. the thumb and middle
finger are selected). Finally, in the s-handshape, all fingers are closed (i.e. all fingers are selected). The new analysis in terms of selected fingers and finger position
is shown in (6).
(6) Reanalysis of Liddell’s examples
Sign

Selected Fingers

Finger Position

choose

Thumb and Index

Open → Bent

sticky

Thumb and Middle

Open → Bent

all-used-up

All

Open → Closed

Different types of handshape trilled movements are also discussed in Liddell
(1990). He distinguishes wiggling from oscillating handshape (which includes
hooking, flattening, releasing, etc.). Wiggling is represented by a [wgl] feature in
the segmental bundle, whereas oscillating handshape is represented by a [osc-h]
feature in the segmental bundle. Liddell claims that wiggling itself does not produce two phonologically distinctive handshapes, whereas oscillating results in a
repeated change between two distinctive handshapes. Specifically, wiggling is just
a special kind of finger movement: fingers retract sequentially and alternately. Neither the first nor the second handshape is in the inventory of ASL handshapes.
By contrast, an oscillating handshape involves a kind of repeated change between
two distinctive handshapes. Note that both wiggling and oscillating handshape are
repeated; they differ in that the former changes finger position sequentially while
the latter changes finger position simultaneously. I will discuss this point further
in my analysis of handshape trilled movement in Section 4.1.2.
3.2 Feature geometry models
Corina (1990, 1993) and Sandler (1989) adopt the notion of feature geometry (Clements 1985) and argue that a hierarchically structured representation of handshape features is required to adequately describe and analyze handshapes in ASL.
However, they differ with respect to the feature trees they propose for ASL handshapes. Some models (Brentari 1998; van der Kooij 2002) have also adopted the
notion of Dependency Phonology in their representation of handshapes. These
models will be introduced and discussed in this section.
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3.2.1 Sandler’s model
Sandler’s (1989) analysis of handshapes focuses on ‘primary handshapes’ (Sandler 1989: 53), which are handshapes that can participate in ‘handshape internal
movement’ (that is, handshape contour and handshape trilled movement). She
argues that handshapes in a handshape internal movement are formationally related and that the change in handshape internal movement between the initial
and final handshapes can be captured by feature distinctions. Selected fingers are
specified under the Fingers node, which in turn dominates the Position node. The
Fingers node specifies which fingers are selected, whereas the Position node specifies which joint posture the selected fingers have. Like Mandel (1981), she also
claims that the unselected fingers can execute only open or closed joint posture
and represents this notion by using the feature [extended hand]. When the unselected fingers are in a closed position, they are represented as [−extended hand]
in this model. Because the Fingers node dominates the Position node, this model
predicts that the fingers that are specified under the Fingers node (i.e. the selected
fingers) must all assume the same joint posture.
In Sandler’s model, a handshape contour is treated as a “contour internal movement” (p. 62). It is represented as a branching position feature node, as shown in
(7), and is associated with a single root node. Sandler further proposes that there is
a constraint on the pattern of ASL handshape contours, the Handshape Sequence
Constraint (HSC), according to which “the first shape may be [+closed] iff the
second shape is [+open]. Otherwise, the first shape is [+open]” (p. 72). Due to
this constraint, the joint posture of the first handshape can be predicted from the
second handshape. Thus, she claims that for a handshape contour, only the right
branch (i.e. the second handshape) of a branching position node needs to be specified. Thus, the [+open] specification on the left branch of (7) can be eliminated, as
is indicated in (8).
(7) ASL print and ask5
		 a. print							 b. ask
			
Position			
•
			
[+open]		

Position
•

			
[+closed]
[+open]		

[+curved]

5. print starts with a handshape in which the index finger is extended and the thumb is opposed and ends with a handshape in which the index finger is bent and the opposed thumb
touches the index finger. ask starts with a handshape in which the index finger is extended and
the other fingers are closed and ends with a handshape in which the index finger is curved and
the other fingers are closed.
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(8) Underspecification of print and ask
		 a. print							 b. ask
			
Position			
•
			
				

Position
•

			
[+closed]			

[+curved]

The HSC constraint predicts four possible handshape contours: closed to open,
open to curved, open to bent, and open to closed contours. However, this constraint is too strong, ruling out acceptable handshape contours in ASL, such as
curved to open and bent to open (Corina 1993).
Representation of handshape trilled movement requires an additional manner
feature [wiggle] or a [tense] feature.6 Similar to Liddell (1990), this model also
treats finger wiggling differently from the repeated changes of handshapes. The
[wiggle] feature is dominated by the position node. According to Sandler, this representation is intended to reflect the co-occurrence of [wiggle] with other finger
positions. The [tense] feature attaches directly to the root node, which implies that
the selected fingers change their joint posture repeatedly.
3.2.2 Corina’s model
In Corina’s (1990, 1993) model, each selected finger has its own specification of
joint posture. This kind of representation is motivated by the fact that some handshapes need to be specified for different joint postures for different fingers. Specifically, each finger node dominates two features: [cur] and [bnt].7 The [cur] feature specifies whether the nonbase joints are extended ([−cur]) or flexed ([+cur]).
The [bnt] feature specifies whether the base joint is extended ([−bnt]) or flexed
([+bnt]). Given the [cur] and [bnt] features, this model can represent the four
distinctive joint postures, as is shown in (9). The thumb has an extra feature specifying its position. The [lat] (lateral) feature specifies whether “the ulnar side of the
thumb is adjacent or parallel to the palm” (Corina 1990: 28). For example, the ASL
k-handshape requires the [lat] feature to specify that the ulnar side of the thumb
is adjacent to the palm.

6. The [tense] feature is similar to Liddell’s [osc-h] feature, which specifies the repeated change
between two joint postures.
7. Note that [bnt] and [cur] are flexion features for the base and nonbase joints, respectively.
They should not be confused with the bent and curved joint postures discussed in Section 2.1.
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(9) Specifications of distinctive joint postures
Joint Posture

Open

Bent

Curved

Closed

Features

[−cur][−bnt]

[−cur][+bnt]

[+cur][−bnt]

[+cur][+bnt]

Like Mandel (1981) and Sandler (1989), Corina also claims that the unselected
fingers can only be either open or closed. He further claims that the joint posture
of the unselected fingers is predictable from features of the selected fingers. His
proposed redundancy rule is given in (10).
(10) Redundancy rule for unselected fingers (Corina 1993: 74)
		 If selected fingers are closed ([+cur][+bnt]), unselected fingers are open
([−cur][−bnt]); otherwise, unselected fingers are closed ([+cur][+bnt]).

Corina (1993) defines a handshape contour as the handshape sequences that occur in monosyllabic signs. Syllables in sign language are defined by dynamic elements (see Brentari 1996; Corina 1996; Corina & Sandler 1996, among others, for
more discussion on sign language syllables). Dynamic elements refer to all kinds
of movements (or changes). Thus, a path movement (i.e. a change of location) can
define a syllable; an orientation change can define a syllable; a handshape change
can also define a syllable. Furthermore, when several small movements simultaneously co-occur with a single movement of longer duration, the single movement
defines the syllable (Brentari 1996: 53).
Corina further argues that handshape contours are parallel to contour segments in spoken languages with respect to both timing and distribution. First,
the durations of monosyllabic signs with and without a handshape contour are
about the same (0.2s and 0.22s, respectively). Second, in ASL morphological reduplication, the whole sequence of the handshape contour is preserved. That is,
both initial and final handshapes show up in the reduplicated form. By contrast,
in handshape contrast in compounded signs, only one handshape is preserved in
the reduplication process.
Corina represents handshape contour as a single handshape specification along
with a contour feature, [±closing] (Corina 1993: 80). His model for representing
handshape contours is shown in (11).8 The feature value [+closing] is defined as
“a change in finger position either from a more open position or to a more closed
position”, whereas [−closing] is defined as “a change in finger position from a more
closed position or to a more open position to the greatest degree possible” (p. 81).

8. In Corina’s study, T, I, M, R and P stand for the thumb, index, middle, ring, and pinky fingers,
respectively.
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(11) Corina’s model for handshape contour (1993: 89)
X

Skeleton

Root Node
[closing]

Hand Configuration Node
Fingers node

[crossed]

[spread]
Radial Node

T
I

		

cur

bnt

lat

cur

bnt

Ulnar Node

M
cur

R
bnt

cur

bnt

P
cur

bnt

In analyzing handshape contours in ASL, Corina finds a systematic relation between underlying handshape and attested handshape contours. His analysis of
ASL handshape contours and underlying handshape is represented in (12). We can
see that six types of handshape contours are attested in ASL: open to closed, closed
to open, open to bent, bent to open, open to curved, and curved to open.9
(12) ASL handshape contours (Corina 1993: 81)
Underlying Representation

Contour Feature

Attested Handshape Contour

Open

[−closing]

closed→open

Open

[+closing]

open→closed

Closed

[−closing]

closed→open

Closed

[+closing]

open→closed

Bent

[−closing]

bent→open
*closed→bent

Bent

[+closing]

open→bent
*bent→closed

Curved

[−closing]

curved→open
*closed→curved

Curved

[+closing]

open→curved
*curved→closed

9. In addition to these six types of major handshape contours, two rare handshape contours are
also found in ASL: spread to unspread (Corina 1993) and crossed to non-crossed (Corina 1990)
handshape contours.
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For underlying bent and curved joint postures, for example, there are two possible
handshape contours for each combination of underlying joint feature and contour feature. However, Corina shows that only one of these handshape contours
is attested in ASL. For instance, for an underlying bent posture with a [−closing]
contour feature, the handshape contour may be either closed to bent or bent to
open according to the definition of [−closing]. Only the latter contour is attested
in ASL. This underlying joint posture can be easily identified according to (12).
Corina’s proposal can thus inherently restrict possible handshape contours in ASL.
Further evidence supporting the one underlying joint posture analysis comes from
the fact that the underlying posture is also the one that is retained in allophonic
variants, in compound signs, and in morphological inflection (see Corina (1993)
for details). For example, the ASL sign summer, which involves an open to curved
handshape contour, also has a variant with only the second handshape. The sign
forget involves an open to closed handshape contour. However, this sign also
has a variant with only the first handshape. In both cases, it is the underlying joint
posture that is maintained in allophonic variants.
Given the handshape contour and contour feature, plus the redundancy rule
in (10), Corina’s model can easily identify the underlying handshape of a handshape contour. Thus, Corina (1993) claims that in a handshape contour, only the
underlying handshape is required to be specified. It has to be pointed out, however, that Corina (1990, 1993) did not address the issue of handshape trilled movement in his model.
Note that in this model, the joint posture of each finger is specified independently. Corina’s model allows for the representation of all possible combinations
of finger selection and joint posture. At the same time, however, as a reviewer
correctly pointed out, it is also too powerful. In particular, it over-generates many
unattested and physiologically impossible handshapes and handshape contours.
Moreover, it cannot explain why there is only a very small set of handshapes attested in any given sign language’s handshape inventory and why only certain
handshape contours are allowed.10
3.2.3 Dependency models
In Dependency Phonology (Anderson & Ewen 1987; Ewen 1995; van der Hulst
1995a), head-dependent relations are adopted to explain phonological patterns.
Head nodes express invariant information whereas dependent nodes express
10. The model shown in (11) predicts the existence of 213 possible handshapes. Physiological
constraints and some universal constraints on handshapes (see Ann & Peng 2000; Woodward
1985, 1987) obviously play an important role in ruling out impossible handshapes and choosing
preferred handshapes.
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dynamic information. More importantly, branching features under the head node
are interpreted in a simultaneous way, resulting in merging of branching features,
whereas branching features under the dependent node are interpreted in a sequential manner. More specifically, head node features can dominate each other and
interact in terms of prominence. For instance, for English front vowels, a [high]
feature is realized as /i/; a [low] feature is realized as /æ/; The vowel /i/ can be represented as a [high] feature dominating a [low] feature, whereas the vowel /ε/ can
be represented as a [low] feature dominating a [high] feature. Hence, these vowels
differ in the relative prominence of the [high] and [low] features.
Several handshape models that have been proposed are couched within the
framework of Dependency Phonology (Brentari 1998; Demey & van der Kooij
2008; Eccarius 2003; Sandler 1996; van der Hulst 1995ab; van der Kooij 2002). In
these models, head and dependent relations are adopted to account for the generalization that in a handshape change, selected fingers do not change (thus represented on the head node) whereas the finger position changes (thus represented
on the dependent node). In this section, I will only discuss the models of Brentari
(1998) and van der Kooij (2002), since they represent the most extensive analyses
for ASL and Sign Language of the Netherlands (Nederlandse Gebarentaal, NGT),
respectively.
3.2.3.1 Brentari’s model. Brentari’s (1998) model is shown in (13); in this representation only those features relevant to the present study are specified. Similar to
other models, Brentari divides fingers into selected and unselected fingers. Note,
however, that her specification of finger selection is different from models introduced in previous sections. She proposes two ‘quantity’ features ([all] and [one])
and two ‘point of reference’ features ([ulnar] and [mid]) to specify the number of
selected fingers and which side of the hand is selected, respectively. Definitions of
these features are given in (14). In this model, selected fingers with [all] dominating [one] refer to all possible handshapes with three adjacent fingers selected. A
representation in which [one] dominates [all] refers to all handshapes with two
adjacent fingers.
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(13) Brentari’s model

Root
IF

PF
[trilled movement]

Hand
Non-selected fingers

Selected fingers

[extended] or [flexed]

joints

fingers1

[flexed]
nonbase

		

aperture

thumb
base

[open] or [closed]
fingers0

quantity
[all] or [one]

point of reference
[ulnar] or [mid]

(14) Features for specifying selected fingers (Brentari 1998: 112)
		 a. quantity features
			 [all]: all four fingers are selected
			 [one]: one finger is selected
		 b. point of reference features
			 [ulnar]: the pinky finger side of the hand is used as the reference point
			 [mid]: the middle finger is used
			 If no point of reference feature is specified, the index finger (i.e. radial)
side of the hand is assumed.

The joints node and its features can be used to represent different joint postures
possible in these fingers. Following van der Hulst (1995b), Brentari also specifies
finger selection (on the fingers1 node) and joint selection (on the joints node)
separately. Unlike Sandler (1989) and Corina (1990, 1993), Brentari’s model
distinguishes seven types of joint postures: fully open, fully closed, flat open, flat
closed, curved open, curved closed, and bent closed (see Brentari (1998) for details).
However, this distinction seems to be too trivial and some of the proposed joint
postures might not be necessary. For example, the curved closed and flat closed
handshapes in Brentari’s model are both specified with a [flex] feature under the
joints node, and they can be treated as curved and bent handshapes in Corina’s
(1990, 1993) model, which does not treat the flexion of fingers differently when
the fingers make contact with the opposed thumb. The fingers may indeed be more
flexed when they have contact with the thumb than when they do not, but this is
predictable and thus redundant. It seems to me that there is no need to make further distinction in finger flexion; the four commonly distinguished joint flexions
are sufficient for describing finger flexion.
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Note that in Brentari’s model, features are assumed to be ‘privative’ or ‘unary’
(i.e., they are either present or absent), they have the advantage of restricting the
set of possible handshapes and handshape changes. Furthermore, they can also
reduce many unnecessary redundancy rules like [+open] → [−closed]. Specifically, there are four possible specifications for the quantity node ([one] alone, [all]
alone, [one] dominating [all], and [all] dominating [one]) and also four possible
specifications for the point of reference node ([ulnar] alone, [mid] alone, [ulnar]
dominating [mid], and [mid] dominating [ulnar]). In addition, the thumb may
or may not be specified on the selected fingers node. Hence, this model predicts
4 × 4 × 2 = 32 possible ways of selecting fingers. Together with the seven proposed
joint postures, this model eventually predicts 32 × 7 = 224 possible surface handshapes.
A handshape contour is represented as an aperture change in this model. Aperture means “the degree to which the hand is open or closed” (Brentari 1998: 5).
Specifically, a handshape contour specifies both inherent and prosodic features.
Inherent features are “properties of signs in the core lexicon that are specified once
and do not change during the lexeme’s production” (p. 22). Prosodic features “can
change or are realized as dynamic properties of the signal” (p. 22). Thus the selected fingers of a handshape change are represented under the inherent feature
(IF) node, whereas the change of joint posture is represented under the prosodic
(PF) feature node as an ‘aperture change’. The PF node dominates the aperture
node which in turn dominates the [open] or [closed] feature.
Like Corina (1993), Brentari also recognizes the following facts. In a handshape contour, whether the underlying joint posture is the first or the second
handshape is not systematic. Additionally, whether the underlying posture is the
open or closed variant is also not systematic. To capture the generalization that
one of the specifications is underlying and the other redundant, Brentari’s model
specifies the underlying handshape under the IF node. Following Corina (1993),
the underlying handshape is also the one that appears in inflection and reduced
compounds. Specifically, if the joints branch is specified with a [flex] feature, then
the underlying handshape is the closed variant; if the joints branch does not have
a [flex] feature, then the underlying handshape is the open variant. The redundant value is just the opposite of the underlying value. Whether the handshape
contour is an opening or closing aperture change is specified under the aperture
node with an [open] or [closed] feature. Therefore, Brentari agrees with to Corina
(1993) in assuming that only one surface handshape needs to be specified underlyingly. However, since Brentari proposes finer distinctions in finger flexion,
her model makes predictions different from Corina’s model. Given the seven proposed underlying joint specifications and the two possible aperture changes (i.e.
opening and closing movements), Brentari’s model predicts 14 possible different
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handshape contours. It is, however, unclear whether all of these predicted handshape contours are in fact attested in ASL.
Brentari (1996, 1998) identifies several types of handshape trilled movements.
Detailed phonetic descriptions of each type of handshape trilled movements are
provided in (15).
(15) Handshape trilled movements (Brentari 1996: 45)
		 a. hooking: repeated, simultaneous change of the joint posture of non-base
joints into a curved posture.
		 b. flattening: repeated, simultaneous change of the joint posture of base
joints into a bent posture.
		 c. releasing: rapid, repeated opening movements of the selected fingers.
		 d. closing: rapid, repeated closing movements of the selected fingers or
rapid, repeated changes of the feature from [+spread] to [−spread].
		 e. wiggling: repeated, sequentially alternating retraction at the base joint of
the selected fingers.
		 f. rubbing: repeated, back and forth rubbing of the thumb and the finger
pads of other selected fingers.

From (15) we can infer that many of these handshape trilled movements can be
seen as repeatedly articulated handshape contours (e.g. (15a–d)). For instance,
‘hooking’ involves repeated open to curved handshape contours; ‘flattening’ involves repeated open to bent handshape contours; ‘releasing’ involves repeated
curved to open or closed to open handshape contours; and ‘closing’ involves repeated open to bent, open to closed, or spread to unspread handshape contours.
Handshape trilled movement is represented with an additional [trilled movement] ([TM]) feature to represent the repeated hand-internal movement. Note
that the [TM] feature is used to specify any repeated dynamic elements, which
include repeated change of locations, orientations, and handshapes. Brentari argues that this feature is an articulator-free feature because it can associate with
the aperture change node (handshape trilled movement), with the path node, and
with the orientation node, and it cannot spread (Perlmutter 1992).11 For the ASL
sign color, for instance, the index, middle, ring, and pinky fingers repeatedly
and sequentially retract at the base joints. The repeated change of joint posture is
represented by specifying the [TM] feature on the aperture node, expressing the
co-occurrence of repeated movement with the bending handshape contour.

11. An articulator-free feature is not restricted to a specific articulator. It can be realized on a
range of articulators and does not spread (Halle 1995).
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3.2.3.2 Van der Kooij’s model. Van der Kooij’s (2002) model is shown in (16);
again only those structures and features relevant to the present study are specified.
The Finger selection node is the head of the representation, and thus its complexity is interpreted in a simultaneous way. This node specifies which fingers are chosen to articulate a sign. The Finger configuration node is the dependent of Finger
selection, and is sequentially interpreted. This node specifies the joint posture(s)
of selected fingers. The configuration of unselected fingers is claimed to be predictable by a redundancy rule: “If selected fingers are closed, unselected fingers are
extended; otherwise unselected fingers are folded or restrained by the thumb” (van
der Kooij 2002: 134).
(16) Van der Kooij’s model
		
Sign segment
		
Manner
	  |
   [repeated]
Articulator
   [alternating]
		

Finger selection			Finger configuration

Thumb Selected fingers Side
	  |
|
[out]		
[ulnar]
		

Width Aperture
|
[wide]		

[all][one]			

Curve
|
[curve]

[close] [open]

The [one] and [all] features are similar to Brentari’s model in that they are used
to specify the number of selected fingers. The Side node specifies the side of the
hand on which the selected fingers are located; the [ulnar] feature specifies that
the pinky side of the hand is chosen. The Thumb node specifies unpredictable
positions of the thumb. This model predicts 16 possible sets of selected fingers and
claims that the relative markedness can be expressed by the relative complexity of
the combinations of the fingers.12 For example, if the Side node is unspecified, the
default or unmarked side of the hand is the radial side (i.e. the index finger side).
If the [ulnar] feature is specified on the Side node, the representation is more complex and thus ‘marked’.
12. Markedness effects not only manifest themselves in structural complexity, but also in perception, articulation, frequency of occurrence, acquisition, aphasic errors, and available handshapes for the non-dominant hand. See Brentari (1998), Sandler (1996), and van der Kooij
(2002) for further discussion.
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For van der Kooij, hand-internal movements are represented as branching
nodes (i.e. [open] [close] or [close] [open]) dominated by the Aperture node.
Thus, an opening movement of fingers will be specified as a branching [close]
[open] aperture feature, whereas a closing movement of fingers would be specified
as a branching [open] [close] aperture feature under the Aperture node. In other
words, both open and closed variants of a hand-internal movement are specified
in this model. Moreover, when a handshape is specified for Aperture, the thumb
is by definition opposed, and consequently, no additional specification for the
thumb is required. This treatment of hand-internal movement implies that by default, hand-internal movements are not allowed without an opposed thumb. If a
hand-internal movement occurs anyway, without a default opposed thumb, then
the Thumb node needs to be further specified as [out] for its extension posture.
This analysis is appealing since most attested handshape changes do indeed involve an opposed thumb, and handshape changes with a peculiar thumb seem to
be rare cross-linguistically.
In this model, the Aperture features [open] and [close] are defined differently from Brentari’s model. Specifically, in this model, [open] implies that “the
fingers do not touch the opposed thumb” (van der Kooij 2002: 59) while [close]
specifies that the fingers contact the opposed thumb. Therefore, in this model,
the Aperture node specifies the static relation between opposed thumb and other
fingers, whereas in Brentari’s model, the aperture node only specifies the dynamic
movement of fingers regardless of whether the thumb is involved or not. The involvement of an opposed thumb is specified with a [flex] feature on the joints
node in Brentari’s model. Note that van der Kooij’s model only uses the [curve]
feature to specify joint flexion of nonbase joints. This is motivated by the fact that
that finger movement cannot occur without flexion at the base joints. Thus, only
flexion at the nonbase joint(s) is specified in this model while the flexion of the
base joint(s) is claimed to be predictable. Specifically, “if [close] is specified in the
aperture node, the base joint(s) of the selected finger(s) are flexed” (p. 127).13 In
so doing, phonological features for joint posture are reduced to one (i.e. [curve]
for nonbase joint flexion), and only open, closed, and curved joint postures are
specified underlyingly. For open to bent and bent to open hand-internal movements, only a branching Aperture feature is required (i.e. Aperture: [open] [close]
or Aperture: [close] [open]), whereas for open to closed/curved and closed/curved
to open hand-internal movements, additional specification on the Curve node is
required. However, it is not clear how this model can distinguish open to curved
movement from open to closed movement, since both are specified with the same
13. For static handshapes with flexion at base joint(s), van der Kooij claims that they are predictable from relative orientation and location.
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Aperture ([open] [close]) and Curve ([curve]) features. It seems that in van der
Kooij’s model, open to closed or closed to open movements need to be specified
with additional features like [wide] or [all] (van der Kooij 2002: 78).
Handshape trilled movements are regarded as repeated aperture changes in
this model and features such as [repeated] and [alternating] are proposed for the
Manner node. For example, hooking, releasing, closing, rubbing, and wiggling
movements need to be specified with a [repeated] feature. Note that an additional
[alternating] feature is required for wiggling movement due to its sequential nature. However, following van der Hulst (1995b), flattening movement is analyzed
as a kind of repeated, reduced path movement rather than a repeated aperture
change in this model.
3.3 Uyechi’s hand prism model
In her model, Uyechi (1996) proposes to represent handshapes by specifying the
information of the handshape in the hand prism (HP), which is “the space immediately around the hand” (Uyechi 1996: 50). Handshapes are described according
to their relation to the HP (including information about location and orientation
of the handshape).
Uyechi represents all movements, be it path movement or local movement, by
using what she calls the ‘transition unit’. Everything that changes its specification
in the course of articulation is represented as a transition by a delta symbol (Δ).
A handshape contour is also treated as a kind of transition movement: the handshape movement. It is represented by a sequence of handshapes (HSs) plus a delta
symbol. For example, the ASL sign understand is represented in the HP model
as shown in (17). +SEL specifies the selected finger, the index (I), whereas −SEL
specifies the unselected fingers. +BASE and −BASE specify the joint postures of
base and nonbase joints, respectively, by using the [EXT] (extended) and [FLX]
(flexed) features. The change that occurs on the base joint of the selected index
finger is represented by a change of the +BASE and −BASE features from [−EXT,
+FLX] to [+EXT, −FLX].
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(17) HS representation of ASL understand (Uyechi 1996: 132)

		

UNDERSTAND:
+sel: [ I ]
+base :
−ext
+flx
−base :
−ext
+flx
HS:
−sel: [ T M R P ]
+base :
−ext
+flx
−base :
−ext
+flx
th: [ +opposed ]

+sel:

,

−sel:

th:

[I]
+base :
+ext
−flx
−base :
+ext
−flx
[TMRP]
+base :
−ext
+flx
−base :
−ext
+flx
[ +opposed ]

Δ

The representation in (17) indicates that Uyechi’s representation of handshape contour is similar to that of Liddell (1990) in that both the initial and final handshapes
are represented. In addition, her representation also specifies the unselected fingers, implying that the specifications of unselected fingers are not predictable.
The HP model proposes seven distinctive joint postures for handshapes,14
which are distinguished by three different degrees of flexion on the base and nonbase joints. The three different degrees of flexion are represented by two binary
features: [±extended] and [±flexed]. However, Uyechi’s distinction of joint postures is also too trivial for the same reason already pointed out in the discussion
of Brentari’s model.
Since both handshapes of a handshape contour are represented in the HP
model, and since each handshape may assume one of the seven joint postures,
this model predicts 49 possible handshape changes. Uyechi finds that only nine
of them are actually attested in ASL. Thus, she proposes a handshape change constraint: *([BASE: +FLEX] → [BASE: +FLEX]), according to which a handshape
change in which both the initial and final handshapes are handshapes with a bent
base joint is not allowed.
Uyechi (1996) assumes that in ASL, trilled movement is articulated by two
identical half-sized movements (p. 118). To the best of my knowledge, she is the
only researcher who claims that trilled movement can only repeat twice. In fact,
she claims that in ASL, a sign will become ungrammatical if trilled movement is
repeated more than twice. In contrast, other ASL researchers consistently agree
that the trilled movement can be repeatedly articulated with no limit on the
14. Uyechi actually distinguishes nine different joint postures, but two of them are very rare and
are not further discussed in her analysis.
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number of repetitions (but see Channon (2002), who argues that repetition is not
contrastive in ASL). Uyechi’s observation might come from connected signing, in
which signers might repeat the trilled movement only twice (i.e. exactly the lowest requirement of repetition). She therefore represents handshape trilled movement as follows: a sequence of handshapes plus the ‘2Δ’ marking to represent a
‘doubled transition unit’ (p. 133). That is, handshape trilled movement is treated as
a ‘doubled’ handshape change. However, my TSL informants confirm that handshape trilled movements can be articulated more than twice without affecting the
grammaticality of signs. Therefore, I will not treat a handshape trilled movement
as two repetitions of a handshape change in my analysis.
3.4 Summary
Some similarities can be found in these handshape models. First, they all recognize that the thumb is physiologically and phonologically more or less independent of the other fingers. Second, except for Liddell (1990), fingers are grouped
into selected fingers and unselected fingers according to their behavior in handshape changes (Brentari 1998; Corina 1990, 1993; Sandler 1989; Uyechi 1996; van
der Kooij 2002).
However, many important differences also emerge from these models. First,
Corina’s (1990, 1993) proposal differs from others in that he also wants to represent
handshapes in his model that do not occur in handshape change environments.
He thus allows each selected finger to have its own specification of joint posture.
In contrast, in other models, all selected fingers must assume the same joint posture, thus implying that when handshape change occurs, all selected fingers must
change together as a unit into the same joint posture. Corina’s model is capable of
representing all possible handshapes in sign languages, but it is also too powerful
in that it over-generates many physiologically impossible handshapes and cannot
account for the fact that across sign languages, only a small set of handshapes
is preferred (due to some universal constraints on handshapes; cf. Ann & Peng
(2000); Woodward (1985, 1987)).
Second, analyses of handshape changes are inconsistent among these models.
Liddell (1990), van der Kooij (2002), and Uyechi (1996) represent both surface
handshapes in their models. Other models claim that, of the two handshapes in a
handshape change, one is underlying (Sandler 1989; Corina 1993; Brentari 1998).
Evidence for the underlying handshape hypothesis comes from allophonic variants and morphological processes (Corina 1993). In Sandler’s (1989) model, the
second handshape is always the underlying one, whereas the first handshape is always the predictable one. However, her analysis has been shown to be problematic
by Brentari (1990) and Corina (1990). Corina (1993) shows that six major types
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of handshape contours are attested in ASL. Each contour is represented by specifying the selected fingers and its contour feature. Further, his analysis provides
a straightforward way for identifying the underlying handshape in a handshape
contour. His results show that whether the underlying handshape is the first or the
second handshape is not systematic. Brentari’s (1998) analysis is similar to Corina’s
in that she also claims that only one surface handshape needs to be specified for
handshape changes.
Third, there are two kinds of analyses for handshape trilled movement. Liddell
(1990), Sandler (1989), and van der Kooij (2002) distinguish two different types of
handshape trilled movements: one is analyzed as a repeated handshape contour,
while the other is analyzed as being articulated with some special movement, such
as wiggling. However, Brentari (1996, 1998) and Uyechi (1996) both treat handshape trilled movement as a unified phenomenon and represent it in terms of a
[trilled movement] feature or a ‘doubled transition unit’.
Fourth, different numbers of distinct joint postures are assumed in different
models. For example, both Sandler (1989) and Corina (1993) assume four joint
postures, whereas Brentari (1998) and Uyechi (1996) assume seven and nine postures, respectively. However, a very detailed phonetic distinction of finger flexion
might not be necessary for a phonological model of handshape. In fact, van der
Kooij (2002) even claims that bent handshapes are predictable and thus not phonologically relevant.
Finally, the notion of markedness is incorporated into some handshape models
(e.g. Brentari 1998 and van der Kooij 2002) to restrict the inherent generating power of the models. Other models would need to postulate further handshape constraints to eliminate unattested cases but the result is still far from s atisfactory.
4. TSL handshape change
As mentioned in Section 2, handshape contrast is rare in simple signs and occurs
most often in polymorphemic words or across word boundaries. Consequently,
this paper focuses on the other two types of productive handshape changes in
TSL. In a survey of about 1500 TSL monomorphemic signs, I found a total of 213
signs which show a change in finger position. Of these 213 signs, 112 signs involve
handshape contours and 101 signs involve handshape trilled movements. In Section 4.1, I discuss attested handshape contours and handshape trilled movements
in TSL. Section 4.2 compares how different handshape models can account for the
TSL data and suggests some possible modifications.
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4.1 TSL handshape contour and trilled movement
4.1.1 Attested handshape contours
Frequency of each type of attested TSL handshape contours (according to Lee
2003) is shown in (18). For each type of attested TSL handshape contour, one or
two examples are provided in (19) to (26).
(18) Frequency of each type of handshape contour
Handshape contour

Frequency

Open to Closed

11

Closed to Open

23

Open to Bent

32

Bent to Open

4

Open to Curved

7

Curved to Open

33

Spread to Unspread

1

Crossed to Non-crossed

1

(19) Open → Closed: seize and base
		 a. seize: All fingers are selected. The selected fingers change from the open
to the closed posture.

			
		 b. base: All fingers are selected. The selected fingers change from the open
to the closed posture.
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(20) Closed → Open: drop and forget
		 a. drop: All fingers are selected. The selected fingers change from the
closed to the open posture.

			
		 b. forget: All fingers are selected. The selected fingers change from the
closed to the open posture.

			
(21) Open → Bent: consistent and soul
		 a. consistent: The thumb and index finger are selected. The selected
fingers change from the open to the bent posture. The pad of the thumb
contacts with the pad of the index finger in the final handshape. The
unselected fingers are closed.
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		 b. soul: The thumb and middle finger are selected. The selected fingers
change from the open to the bent posture. The pad of the thumb finger
contacts with the pad of the middle finger in the final handshape. The
unselected fingers are open.

			
(22) Bent → Open: unfamiliar and dislike
		 a. unfamiliar: All fingers except the thumb are selected. The selected
fingers change from the bent to the open posture. The unselected thumb
is open.

			
		 b. dislike: All fingers are selected. The selected fingers change from the
bent to the open posture.
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(23) Open → Curved: temple and fit
		 a. temple: The selected index and middle finger change from the open to
the curved posture. The unselected fingers are closed.

			
		 b. fit: The selected index finger changes from the open to the curved
posture. The thumb retains the open posture and other unselected
fingers are closed.

			
(24) Curved → Open: immediately and exactly-the-same
		 a. immediately: The selected thumb and middle finger change from the
curved to the open posture. The unselected fingers are open. The thumb
pad contacts the nail of the middle finger in the first curved handshape.
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		 b. exactly-the-same: The selected thumb and index finger change
from the curved to the open posture. The unselected fingers are closed.
The thumb pad contacts the nail of the index finger in the first curved
handshape.

			
(25) Spread to Unspread: shut up
		 shut up: The selected index and middle finger change from spread posture
to unspread handshape. The unselected fingers are closed.

		
(26) Crossed to Non-crossed: wrong
		 wrong: The index and middle finger are selected. They change from the
crossed to the non-crossed position.

		

Several generalizations can be made on the basis of these examples. First, all handshapes in these handshape contours (except for (23b)) can be divided into no more
than two groups according to Mandel’s selected finger notion: selected fingers participate in hand-internal movement, whereas unselected fingers do not. Moreover,
the joint posture of the unselected fingers is either open or closed. Second, the
same six types of handshape contours discussed in Corina (1993) are also attested
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in TSL. In addition to these six types of handshape contours, another two types of
handshape contours are found in TSL. Examples (25) and (26) show the spread to
unspread and crossed to non-crossed changes, respectively. These two rare types
of handshape contours are not unique to TSL; they are also discussed in Corina
(1990, 1993).15 In both ASL and TSL, these two handshape contours only occur on
the index and middle finger, suggesting that the index and middle finger behave as
a unit with respect to this handshape contour. Third, the sign fit (23b) does not
fit into the two-way distinction of finger grouping (i.e. selected and unselected).
In the final handshape, the thumb is extended and unopposed, the index finger is
curved, and the remaining fingers are closed. That is, three different joint postures
are required for the final handshape. This type of hand-internal movement is rare
in TSL. I only found two other signs like this; all of them have an extended thumb
throughout the hand-internal movement.
4.1.2 Attested handshape trilled movement
This section presents the handshape trilled movements attested in TSL. Frequency
of each type of attested TSL handshape trilled movements (according to Lee 2003)
is shown in (27). For each type of attested TSL handshape trilled movements, two
or three examples are provided in (28) to (33).
(27) Frequency of each type of handshape trilled movement
Handshape trilled movement

Frequency

Hooking

19

Flattening

34

Releasing

21

Closing

9

Wiggling

15

Rubbing

3

15. However, these two handshape contours are rare in both languages.
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(28) Hooking: jealous and chat
		 a. jealous: The index finger changes into the curved posture repeatedly.
The unselected fingers are closed.

			
		 b. chat: The index finger changes into the curved posture repeatedly. The
pinky finger retains its open joint posture. The unselected fingers are
closed.

			
(29) Flattening: always, teacher, and thing
		 a. always: The thumb and index finger change into the bent posture
repeatedly. The unselected fingers are closed.
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		 b. teacher: The index finger changes into the bent posture repeatedly. The
thumb and pinky retain their open joint posture. The unselected fingers
are closed.

			
		 c.

thing: The index finger changes into the bent posture repeatedly. The
thumb retains its open joint posture. The unselected fingers are closed.

			
(30) Releasing: can’t-do and glory
		 a. can’t-do: The thumb and middle finger change from the curved to
open posture repeatedly. The unselected fingers are open.

			
		 b. glory: The thumb and index finger change from the curved to open
posture repeatedly. The unselected fingers are open.
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(31) Closing: crab and how-many
		 a. crab: The index and middle finger change from the spread to the
unspread specification repeatedly. The unselected fingers are closed.

			
		 b. how-many: This handshape change proceeds from the index finger, via
the middle finger, ring finger, and pinky, until all fingers change into a
closed posture.

			

			
(32) Wiggling: swim and feel
		 a. swim: The index and middle finger are selected to wiggle repeatedly. The
unselected fingers are closed.
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		 b. feel: The index and middle finger are selected to wiggle repeatedly. The
unselected fingers are closed.

			
(33) Rubbing: sand and few
		 a. sand: The thumb rubs back and forth against other fingers repeatedly.

			
		 b. few: The thumb rubs back and forth against the index finger repeatedly.
The unselected fingers are closed.

			

The signs shown in (27)–(31) can be regarded as four types of repeated handshape
contours: repeated open to bent, open to curved, curved to open, and spread to unspread. Of the examples given here, three are special in that not all selected fingers
change their joint posture together as a unit; these are the signs chat (28b, pinky
does not change), teacher (29b, thumb and pinky do not change), and thing
(29c, thumb does not change). Therefore, it appears that in TSL, not only the thumb
is special, the pinky also seems to behave differently from the other fingers.
Wiggling trilled movement (32) refers to a sequential alternating retraction of
base joints. We may treat wiggling as a special case of flattening, since all selected
fingers take on a bent posture sequentially and repeatedly. Rubbing movement
(33), however, cannot be analyzed as any kind of handshape contour. Wiggling
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movement occurs on bent fingers only, whereas rubbing requires the opposed
thumb to make contact with other selected fingers in the bent posture. Summarizing, we can analyze some handshape trilled movements as repeated handshape
contours. Rubbing, however, cannot be categorized into one of the six types of
handshape contours discussed above. It would require other features to specify
this type of movement.
The sign how-many illustrated in (31b) shows a kind of hand-internal movement that proceeds sequentially, from the index finger to the pinky. This kind of
handshape contour occurs in several semantically related TSL signs, such as howold, what-time, many-times, and what-date. To the best of my knowledge,
this sequential change of handshape has not been previously described in the sign
language literature, and it might cause problems for the handshape models introduced in Section 3. I will propose a possible analysis for this type of hand-internal
movement in the next section.
4.2 Representing TSL handshape change
As discussed in Section 3, treating a handshape as a holistic unit without any internal organization (e.g. Liddell 1990) fails to unravel the systematic patterns hidden
inside a handshape. Hence, the notion of selected fingers has been used in most
of the models and the result is compelling. Only selected fingers can participate in
a hand-internal movement. This pattern is also observed in TSL. Thus, I assume
that the selected/unselected distinction is required for TSL and therefore, Liddell’s
model is not considered for further analysis.
Another immediate question is how to specify these selected fingers. Corina
(1993) allows each finger to have its own specification of joint posture, whereas
other models assume that all selected fingers share the same specification. We can
see from Section 4.1.1 that all attested handshape contours fall into the six categories proposed by Corina (1993). Corina’s model should be able to represent
all attested handshape contours in TSL as well and therefore, it is adopted by Lee
(2003) for the analysis of TSL handshape changes. In order to specify TSL signs
like fit, in which different specifications for fingers are required and hand-internal
movement occurs only on some of the fingers, Lee proposes an additional device
to make Corina’s model even more powerful. Although Corina’s model is powerful
enough to handle all possible handshapes and handshape changes, it is too powerful in that it over-generates a large number of unattested handshapes and handshape changes. Putting the TSL sign fit aside for the moment, Brentari (1998),
Uyechi (1996), and van der Kooij (2002) can also represent all of the handshape
changes attested in TSL. They differ, however, in their predicting power concerning possible handshapes and handshape changes. Thus, a better way to start might
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be to take a more restrictive model and show what additional modifications are
needed. Of the models discussed in Section 3, Brentari’s (1998) model and van der
Kooij’s (2002) models are probably the most restrictive ones; both of them predict
a reasonable number of possible handshape changes. In the following discussion,
I will focus on the comparison of these two models.
One debate about the phonological representation of handshape change concerns the question of whether one should represent both surface forms underlyingly or not. Corina (1993) and Brentari (1998) already provide convincing
evidence for the latter view. However, this move is not adopted in Uyechi (1996)
and van der Kooij (2002). Another important difference between these models
concerns the number of assumed joint postures. Uyechi and van der Kooij are two
extremes; Uyechi assumes nine possible joint postures whereas van der Kooij assumes only three. In this regard, Brentari is similar to Uyechi. However, as noted
before, many of the proposed joint postures are redundant and four joint postures
are sufficient for describing handshapes.
We can see that Brentari’s model and van der Kooij’s model differ in at least
two ways. First, the one-shape-only analysis of Brentari’s model is not adopted or
specifically addressed in van der Kooij’s model. Second, redundant joint postures
are only assumed in Brentari’s model. Given these differences, there are two ways
to proceed. We might either modify van der Kooij’s model so that it can also account for the fact that only one surface form needs to be represented underlyingly;
or we might reduce the size of joint postures in Brentari’s model so that it will not
over-generate and become more restrictive.
Let us begin with the six types of attested handshape contours in TSL.16 All of
them can be easily represented in Brentari’s model. However, her model proposes
a distinction of joint posture that I take to be too trivial. A reanalysis of Brentari’s
proposed joint postures in terms of the four joint postures introduced in Section 2
is shown in (34).

16. Crossed to non-crossed and spread to unspread contours and rubbing trilled movement are
not discussed in the analysis. I refer the reader to Brentari (1998) and van der Kooij (2002) for
discussion.
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(34) Reanalysis of Brentari’s joint postures
Brentari

Lee

Fully open

Open

Curved open

Open

Curved closed

Curved

Flat open

Open

Flat closed

Bent

Bent closed

Curved

Fully closed

Closed

Specifications for each of the four joint postures are provided in (35). Following
Brentari (1998), open is assumed to be the default value, thus it is not specified
for any joint flexion. Bent posture is specified with a [flex] feature for the base
joint while curved posture is specified with a [flex] feature for the nonbase joint.
Closed posture is specified with a [flex] feature under the joints node. Since an opposed thumb is involved in most cases of hand-internal movements, I claim that
we can assume a thumb position redundancy rule, which states that if the thumb
is selected, it must also be opposed (this position is also adopted in van der Kooij
(2002)). In addition, if the thumb is opposed in a handshape change, it is predicted
to make contact with other selected fingers. Thus, we do not have to distinguish
curved shapes with a thumb contact from curved shapes without a thumb contact.
Rather, this difference is predictable from the thumb’s specification.
(35) Joint representation of open, bent, curved, and closed postures
Open

Bent

Curved

Closed

selected fingers

selected fingers
|
joints
[flex]
|
base

selected fingers
|
joints
[flex]
|
nonbase

selected fingers
|
joints
[flex]

As mentioned before, van der Kooij (2002) and Crasborn & van der Kooij (2003)
have argued that the bent posture is predictable, and I agree with their position.
In order for an opposed thumb to make contact with other fingers, the joints must
either flex at base joints or at nonbase joints. Flexion at the base joints seems to
be the most natural way in a closing hand-internal movement (32 open to bent
vs. 7 open to curved movements in (18)). If the device for bent posture in (35)
is removed, then how can Brentari’s model represent an open to bent or bent to
open handshape change? I claim that we only need to further specify an aperture
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feature (i.e. [open] or [closed]). In so doing, bent and open postures have the same
specification at the joints node. Thus the open to bent movement in the TSL sign
consistent (21a) can be represented as in (36).
(36) Open to bent: consistent
Root
IF			
|			
selected fingers			
|			
fingers1			
thumb
		
		
		

PF
|
aperture
|
[closed]

fingers0
|
quantity
[one]

An open to curved movement would also need to specify that there is a flexion at
the nonbase joint, as shown in (37), where quantity and point of reference (POR)
features for the fingers0 node are left out for simplicity. Note that the thumb might
not need to be specified if it is not selected. For TSL fit (23b), the thumb remains
unchanged. I claim that we can adopt van der Kooij’s [out] feature to specify that
the thumb is extended and unopposed to other fingers. The representation for TSL
fit is given in (38).
(37) Open to curved (if thumb is involved)
Root
IF			
|			
selected fingers			
		
joints
fingers1
[flexed]	  
|
thumb
nonbase

fingers0

PF
|
aperture
|
[closed]
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(38) TSL fit (thumb is not involved in movement)
		
Root
		
IF		
PF
|		
|
selected fingers		
aperture
	  
		
|
joints fingers1		
[closed]
[flexed]	  
|
thumb
fingers0
nonbase [out]
|
			
quantity
			
[one]

If the assumption that bent posture is not phonologically relevant is correct, then
there is no need to specify the surface bent posture differently from an open posture.
Thus, the predictive power of Brentari’s model can be reduced. A revised version
of Brentari’s model, which assumes three joint postures and two aperture features
predicts exactly the same six types of attested TSL handshape contours; see (39).
(39)

Joint
Open
Curved
Closed

Aperture

Phonetic form

[open]

Bent to open

[close]

Open to bent

[open]

Curved to open

[close]

Open to curved

[open]

Closed to open

[close]

Open to closed

Van der Kooij’s model (2002) can also represent open to bent and bent to open
hand-internal movements. For example, the TSL sign consistent (open to bent
movement) can be represented as shown in (40). We can see that (40) is very similar to (36), except that (40) requires two aperture features for the specification
of the closing hand-internal movement. For open to curved and curved to open
movements, an additional [curve] feature is required to specify the flexion of nonbase joints. Figure (41) shows the representation for an open to curved movement
with all fingers selected. As for open to closed and closed to open movement, however, as mentioned in Section 3.2.3.2, it is not clear how open to closed and closed
to open hand-internal movements should be represented in this model (shown in
(42)). In any case, Kooij’s analysis can be further simplified by adopting Brentari’s
aperture feature. Remember that for Brentari, aperture features are used to express
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dynamic changes of finger position. If a single dynamic feature is already able to
specify the dynamic movement of fingers, it seems to me that there is no need to
assume two static features. In the following discussion, I will mainly use Brentari’s
model in the analysis of TSL handshape changes, since it can handle TSL cases
without too much modification.
(40) TSL consistent
			
Articulator
			
		
Finger selection		 Finger configuration
     
			
|
Thumb
Selected fingers		
Aperture
		
|		
		
[one]		
[open] [close]
(41) Open to Curved
		
Articulator
		
Finger selection		
Finger configuration
|		
Selected fingers		
Aperture
Curve
|
|
[all]
[open] [close] [curve]
(42) Open to Closed
			
Articulator
			
		
Finger selection			 Finger configuration
			
Thumb Selected fingers		
Width
Aperture
Curve
		
|		
|
|
		
[all]?		
[wide]? [open] [close] [curve]

In a previous study on TSL handshape changes (Lee 2002), I did not distinguish
between signs with a sequence of handshapes (i.e. handshape contours) and signs
with repeatedly changing handshapes (i.e. trilled movements). However, many
studies (Liddell & Johnson 1989; Liddell 1990; Brentari 1996) make a distinction
between these two kinds of handshape changes. I assume that this distinction is
also required in TSL, since handshape contours and handshape trilled movements
are phonetically and phonologically different: handshape trilled movements have
to be articulated repeatedly whereas handshape contours need not be repeated.
A phonological representation must specify the repeated changes of handshape
trilled movements.
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Both Brentari and van der Kooij analyze trilled movement as a kind of repeated movement. I also concur with this point, since most of the trilled movements
attested in TSL can be analyzed as a repeated version of a handshape contour.
Thus, I propose a [repeat] feature to specify the repetition in handshape trilled
movements (this feature has the same effect as Brentari’s original [TM] feature and
van der Kooij’s [repeated] feature). Note that I treat the [repeat] feature as a privative feature. A handshape trilled movement differs from a handshape contour in
that the [repeat] feature is present in the former but absent in the latter.
For the sake of illustration, consider the TSL sign jealous (28a). In order to
account for this sign, we only need to specify the [repeat] feature on the aperture
node of the revised Brentari model. The representation for the TSL sign jealous is
given in (43). Other trilled movements can be analyzed in a similar way, as shown
in (44).
(43) TSL jealous
				
Root
			
		
IF			
		
|			
		selected fingers		
		
		
joints		 fingers1		
[flexed]		
|		
|		 fingers0
nonbase		
|
			 quantity
			
[one]

PF
|
aperture
[repeat]
|
[closed]

(44) Representations of trilled movements
Pattern

Joint

Aperture

Flattening

Open

[close] [repeat]

Hooking

Curved

[close] [repeat]

Closing

Closed

[close] [repeat]

Releasing

Curved

[open] [repeat]

Wiggling movement is attested in a number of TSL signs. As pointed out before,
wiggling movement is different from other trilled movements because the change
of finger position is sequential and occurs repeatedly. Following van der Kooij
(2002), I suggest that an [alternate] feature is needed to represent its sequential
nature. This feature can be specified under Brentari’s aperture node. The representation of TSL swim (32a) is shown in (45). The [alternate] feature can also be used
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to represent TSL how-many shown in (31b). The representation for how-many
is provided in (46).
(45) Wiggling: swim
		
Root
		
IF		
|		
selected fingers		
|		
fingers1		
|		
fingers0		
|
quantity
[one]
[all]
(46) TSL how-many
		
Root
		
IF		
|		
selected fingers		
		
joints fingers1
[flexed]
|
		
fingers0
		
|
		
quantity
		
[all]

PF
|
aperture
[repeat]
[alternate]
|
[closed]

PF
|
aperture
|
[alternate]
[closed]

Although most trilled movements can be easily represented by the model proposed in (43), some problematic cases remain. Three TSL signs, namely thing
(29c), chat (28b), and teacher (29b), behave differently from other trilled movements. In these signs, although more than one finger is visually salient, only the
index finger executes the handshape trilled movement. For the sign thing, we can
simply assume that the thumb is specified as [out] and is thus immune to trilled
movement. This treatment is similar to our analysis of TSL fit.
In the sign chat, the pinky finger remains unchanged. Actually, this is the
only TSL sign I found in which the pinky remains unchanged. This sign is not only
extremely rare, its use is also not widely accepted. Many deaf informants claim that
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they have never used or seen this sign. Should we expand the model to incorporate this exceptional sign? The answer is probably ‘No’. Once we introduce a pinky
node in the model, we predict many unattested signs in which other fingers are
curved or closed while the pinky remains unchanged. I suggest the easiest solution
is to assume that this sign is just memorized in the lexicon.
Finally, the sign teacher is a common sign in TSL. However, in this sign,
both thumb and pinky remain unchanged. This sign is also unique in TSL; I found
no other comparable signs. Note that this sign has another commonly used variant in which only the thumb is extended and the pinky is folded just as the other
unselected fingers. I suggest that this sign can be analyzed as a polymorphemic
sign and thus is not constrained by phonological restrictions for monomorphemic signs. Both the thumb and the pinky are regularly used in TSL namesigns as
gender markers (thumb for male, pinky for female). The verb sign teach is articulated with an extended index moving sideways. Combing a verb with a gender
marker is a productive morphological process in TSL (comparable to the combination of verb+person-marker attested in ASL). It may therefore be suggested
to analyze the sign teacher as a combination of either teach+male/female or
teach+male.
5. Conclusions
The study of TSL handshape changes supports the view that in a handshape change,
only one surface handshape needs to be specified underlyingly. Although Corina’s
model is powerful enough to handle all possible handshapes and handshape changes, it is at the same time too powerful in that it over-generates a large number of
unattested handshapes and handshape changes. Brentari (1998) and van der Kooij
(2002) both presents more restrictive models of handshape which adopt ideas of
the Dependency Phonology framework. Their models inherently restrict their predictive power and are chosen in this study to analyze TSL handshape changes.
Brentari’s (1998) model can represent all attested handshape contours and
handshape trilled movements in TSL without too much modification. I claim that
her model can be made more restrictive if only three distinct joint postures are assumed, as has also been suggested by van der Kooij (2002). I have argued that van
der Kooij’s proposal can be succesfully integrated into Brentari’s model to account
for attested TSL hand-internal movements. In addition, Brentari’s model can also
represent hand-internal movements more economically than van der Kooij’s model. Specifically, if one dynamic feature can do the same job as van der Kooij’s two
static aperture features, there is no need to use two. Unlike Liddell (1990) and
Uyechi (1996), who fully specify all features of the initial and final handshapes in
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their models, Brentari’s model provides a simpler way for representing handshape
changes. Finally, the revised model can inherently restrict possible handshape
contours in sign languages and it in fact predicts exactly the six types of attested
handshape changes in TSL. This study also shows that handshape trilled movement can be treated as a repeated handshape contour, and a [repeat] feature is
required for its representation. Some sequential hand-internal movements would
need an additional [alternate] feature to specify their sequential nature.
Although the revised model is restrictive enough, it has to rely on many redundancy and/or default rules to rule out impossible patterns. Perhaps many of
the impossible patterns may also be ruled out by physiological constraints, such
as inherent restrictions on finger extension and flexion, ease of articulation, etc.
Ann (1993), for instance, found that the frequency of occurrence of handshape
is highly correlated with the physiology of the hand. However, we need to know
more about the kinematics of hand movements to formalize these physiological
constraints into a formal model. Once constraints on hand movements are well
understood, a powerful yet restrictive model might emerge. A constraint-based
theory like Optimality Theory (OT) might provide another good way of representing possible handshapes and handshape change patterns in sign languages. For
example, some handshapes or complex handshapes might occur only in TSL but
not in ASL. We can express these differences by assuming that both languages are
constrained by the same universal constraints and differ only in language-specific
ranking of constraints.
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